Ancient & Medieval : Cradle Of Civilization

Cradle Of Civilization

Available for Pre-Order. ETA Coming Soon! A pair of games in one pack that allows one to six players determine the fate of the ancient near
east.
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Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Price £76.95

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerCOMPASS GAMES

Description
Available for Pre-Order. ETA Coming Soon!
Cradle of Civilization is a pair of games in one pack that allows one to six players determine the fate of the ancient near east. In one game
civilizations rise, while in the second, players battle over whether the great Persian Empire will survive or perish. Both games use simple
mechanics to make them quick-playing and to portray a period feel to the players..
Sumeria to Persia is about the Bronze and Iron Age, when civilization was born and city states evolved into kingdoms and finally to large
empires, culminating in the Persian Empire founded by Cyrus the Great. Players of History of the World will recognize the base mechanics
whereby players randomly select civilizations from cards, although the player in last place has more power to decide which civilization they will
play.
Sumeria to Persia does is for two to six players and offers more options than previous games on the subject. Civilizations that survive can
continue to expand in future turns. Random events create possibilities that defy history but were in the realm of possibility. The Minoans may
have a brilliant military commander and the Egyptians could become a seafaring empire. There are also rules for constructing wonders, the
placement of cities, and the general effects of the Bronze Age collapse. Lastly, the Persian Empire does appear, although any player choosing
them must hand out victory points to their opponents.
Alexander vs. Darius: The Fall of the Persian Empire is a two-player game that simulates Alexander III’s conquest of the great Persian Empire.
Sometimes portrayed as a foregone conclusion, this game argues that Persia certainly had a chance to win if they had used different strategies
or had some luck on the battlefield. Darius III need not have been Persia’s last king.
The heart of Alexander vs. Darius is a war weariness track, which moves down steadily for Alexander’s army. Historically, it did not reach zero
until after his invasion of India, but a Persian battlefield victory could have changed that. The game also allows players to explore Memnon’s
strategy of using Persian naval supremacy to raid Alexander’s rear as well as exploring the possibilities of the Spartan rebellion. Lastly, the
Persians themselves must worry about legitimacy, and therefore must be active in resisting Alexander, or risk losing their grip on the throne.
Product Information:
Complexity: 2 out of 10 (Sumeria to Persia), 4 out of 10 (Alexander vs. Darius)
Solitaire Suitability: 1 out of 10 (Sumeria to Persia), 7 out of 10 (Alexander vs. Darius)
Players: one to six
Playing Time: 3 hours
Components:
One mounted map (22 X 34 inches)
Nine full sheets of large 0.65” counters
Two rules booklet
Six player reference cards
Forty-Eight Nation/City/Epoch tiles
Twelve 6-sided dice
One box and lid set
Game Credits:
Designers: Sean and Daniel Chick
Artists: Bill Morgal and Shane Hebert
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